The Way We Live
“Nothing is in good taste unless it suits the way you live” said frequently quoted
decorator Billy Baldwin. Here at Currey & Company, we consider how we live in
everything we do. Whether it is with our Wellness Program, Education Program,
distinctive products or service to our customers, we know we are all organically
connected to each other and to the earth. Long known for using natural materials in our
product designs, Currey has increasingly tried to use reclaimed and recycled materials
when it is appropriate for a design. Products made from recycled/reclaimed materials
have an automatic history derived simply from the materials used. Consumers find it
very appealing to purchase a product with a history and a story. They are more
particular than ever about buying sustainable products. Yes, it is trendy to “buy green”
but it is also the right thing to do. On this note, we have recently joined the Sustainable
Furnishings Council which is an educational organization that helps manufacturers and
artisans find ways to become completely sustainable. We are a long way from being a
sustainable manufacturer, but we are working towards this goal. For more on SFC:
www.sustainablefurnishings.org.

Kingpin Table Lamp

Airlie Pendant

Recycled glass discs arranged in a cascade give the Airlie Pendant a diffused light.
Wrought iron is crafted by skilled artisans to create the pendant frame hand-finished in
Satin Black. The pendant is adjustable and can be hung alone or for a more dramatic
effect, in multiples. The layered design will give texture and ambience to any interior.
The Kingpin Table Lamp is a wonderful example of using a natural material, wood, to
create a large scale lamp. The smooth, turned wood lamp base has a natural finish
which adds to its appeal. Off white linen is the perfect choice for the shade.

Bolebrook Wall Sconce

Two years ago, Currey’s Design Team met a challenge from our Hospitality/Contract
Department—to design wall sconces that meet ADA (American Disabilities Act)
requirements. The ADA Wall Sconce Collection has grown to a total of 17 different
designs. The Bolebrook Wall Sconce is a new addition. A gold leaf finish is handapplied to a wrought iron frame with a black metal shade flecked with gold. A pinmounted 24 watt CFL bulb is required which significantly improves energy consumption.
Sustainability is an integral part of the life of Currey & Company founders, Suzanne and
Robert Currey. In 2002, they purchased an 1840 Greek Revival house in Sparta,
Georgia. They meticulously restored the house and proceeded to work on the grounds
and garden. Today they manage a two-acre garden, Elm Street Gardens, which
surrounds the historic house. All vegetables and fruits are grown in a sustainable
fashion, employing organic standard and a “no-till” method. Elm Street Gardens works
to spread the message of the benefits of eating fresh, healthy food, preferably grown
close to home, by working with the community and by using Elm Street Gardens to
educate and train people who are interested in growing food in a sustainable fashion.
To learn more: www.elmstreetgardens.com.

